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1. Introduction
The increasing availability of EO systems and the advances in remote sensing techniques have increased the
opportunities for monitoring the urban environment and its thermal behaviour. Several parameters related to the
urban climate can be derived from EO data, providing valuable support for advanced urban studies
(Chrysoulakis, 2013; Xu et al., 2008). Voogt and Oke (2003), on a review on application of thermal remote
sensing in the urban areas, highlighted the need to advance research beyond qualitative description of thermal
patterns and simple correlations and suggested to avoid land use data to describe the urban surface and focus
on more fundamental surface descriptors. Luyssaert et al. (2014) recently presented an example of Land Surface
Temperature (LST) trend increase due to modification of the anthropogenic activities without changes in landcover. Among others, Grimmond et al. (2010) highlight the need to explore the use of new measurement
techniques including satellite systems. Moreover, coupling of different data sources, like EO and in-situ
measurements and the development of synergistic methods are necessary to overcome individual weaknesses
and benefit from their diversity (Chrysoulakis et al., 2013).
Recently, Stewart and Oke (2012) introduced a detailed classification scheme of Local Climate Zones (LCZ)
based on various urban typologies, which explicitly defines urban landscapes according to their thermal
properties. The scheme aims to be objective (incorporating measurable and testable features relevant to surface
thermal climate), inclusive (sufficiently generic in its representation of local landscapes to not inherit regional or
cultural biases) and standardized. The individual classes aim to have relatively homogenous air temperature
within the canopy layer and they are defined by fact sheets with both qualitative and quantitative properties,
including several features that can be derived from EO data.
A first attempt to capture LCZ from multiple EO data is presented by Bechtel and Danake (2012), while Bechtel
et al. (2015) present the conceptual considerations regarding a protocol for standardizing LCZ derivation from
multi-temporal Landsat imagery. Multiple EO data were used by Mitraka et al. (2015) to build a methodology to
for LCZ mapping. See et al. (2015) present an example of the application of such a method for Dublin and
explain the advances of exploiting crowdsourcing methods to apply the method globally. Lelovics et al. (2014)
developed a semi-empirical GIS-based method for delineating the LCS in Szeged, Hungary. Gamba et al. (2012)
on the other hand, developed a LCZ classification scheme based on very high resolution data satellite data. In
this study, remote sensing techniques are applied to derive quantitative information, suitable for identifying LCZ.
Parameters like the sky-view factor, the building density, the impervious and pervious surface fraction, the mean
building/ tree height and the surface albedo are estimated for the city of Heraklion, Greece and a methodology
was developed to combines them for LCZ identification, according to Stewart and Oke (2012).
2. Study areas and data
The study area is the city of Heraklion, Greece. It is a typical Mediterranean city, characterized by mixed landuse patterns that include residential, commercial and industrial areas, transportation networks and rural areas.
Fig. 1 shows the Urban Atlas (Meirich, 2008) land use map of Heraklion, overlaid to Google Earth. Apart from the
Heraklion city core, the rest of the study area is featuring mixed urban and agricultural land cover pattern, mainly
olive trees and vineyards. The study area (around 50 km2) is outlined by a dashed polygon in Fig. 1.
A Landsat-8 Level 1B image acquired over the study area on 19 June 2013 (08:55 UTC) was used. A Digital
Surface Model (DSM) of 0.8 m and a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of 5 m spatial resolution were available from
the National Cadastre of Greece. Both DSM and DTM were produced using stereoscopic imagery from an
airborne campaign. Information on the buildings footprint was also available from the National Statistical Service
of Greece.
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Fig. 1. Urban Atlas land use polygons overlaid to Google Maps of the study area (dashed line) in the city of
Heraklion, Greece.
3. Methodology
The remote sensing methods used to derive the different parameters used for identifying the LCZ are briefly
explained in this section, followed by the methodology developed to map the LCZ for the study area.
3.1 Sky-view factor
The sky-view factor represents the fraction of sky hemisphere visible from ground level. It varies with height
and spacing of buildings and trees and it affects the radiational heating/cooling. The sky-view factor describes
the ratio between the potential visible sky and the actual visible sky from a certain location, it depends on the
height to width ratio of the street canyon and its values range between 0–1. There are some recent studies
published that use EO data to estimate the sky-view factor (Lindberg and Grimmond, 2010; Rigo and Parlow,
2007). In this study, the sky-view factor was estimated in 0.8 m spatial resolution using the available DSM using
the approach suggested by Lindberg and Grimmond (2010).
3.2 Building Density
Building density represents the proportion of ground surface with building cover. It affects the surface
reflectivity, flow regimes and heat dispersion above ground. Various remote sensing methods exist that identify
the buildings footprint from high resolution optical EO data or LiDAR data (Priestnall et al., 2000), from which
building density can then be estimated, or directly from satellite radar data (Esch et al., 2010). In this study, the
buildings footprint information was available for the case study and building density was estimated in a grid of 30
m spatial resolution using GIS (Geographical Information Systems) analysis.
3.3 Impervious and Pervious Surface Fraction
Impervious and pervious surface fractions are the proportion of ground surface with impervious and pervious
cover, respectively. Impervious and pervious surface fractions affect the albedo, the moisture availability and the
heating/cooling rates. A large variety of remote sensing methods exist in literature to derive impervious and
pervious surface fraction from EO data using different classification techniques (Weng, 2012). In this study,
Landsat multispectral data was used to estimate the impervious and vegetation surface fraction (Mitraka et al.,
2012). Four fundamental land cover components were assumed (i.e. vegetation, bright impervious, dark
impervious and soil) and representative image collected spectra were used to invert the mixture problem using
multiple endmembers. Impervious surface fraction was then estimated by combining the bright and dark
impervious fractions at 30 m spatial resolution.
3.4 Mean Building/Tree Height
Mean building/tree height is the spatial average of building heights in an area of interest. It affects the surface
albedo, flow regimes and heat dispersion above ground. The height of buildings and trees can be estimated from
high spatial resolution DSM, given also information on the surface elevation. The finest and more accurate
information on building/tree height can be derived using airborne LiDAR observations or high resolution
stereoscopic imagery from airborne sensors (Stal et al., 2013). DSM can also be constructed from satellite radar
data, with a few limitations over urban areas (Wegner et al., 2014). In this study, information on building/tree
height was estimated using the high resolution DSM, produced by stereo-analysis of airborne imagery, removing
the terrain using the DTM, to retrieve the objects’ height. The geometric mean was estimated for each 30 m
spatial resolution cell of a grid covering the study area.
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3.5 Surface Albedo
Surface albedo represents the surface ability to reflect the incoming direct and diffused irradiance at all
wavelengths and towards all possible angles. Albedo is calculated as the bi-hemispherical reflectance of a
surface and varies between 0 and 1 (unitless). Albedo affects the surface radiational heating potential, varies
with surface colour, wetness and roughness (Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006). Given the Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF) of specific surface, its albedo can be estimated from EO data as the ratio of the
total reflected energy of the surface to the total incident energy on the surface (Lucht et al., 2000). In this study,
albedo was derived using the approach of (Liang, 2001) adjusted for Landsat-8 in 30 spatial resolution.
3.6 Identification of LCZ
The overall methodology for deriving delineating the LCZ is shown in Fig. 2a. The multiple sources of
information used for estimating the different parameters resulted in products of different scales. Thus, there was
a need to set a common scale of calculations to further proceed with the identification of possible LCZ. Moreover,
there are restrictions in the definition of LCZ to ensure the homogeneity of the zone that was necessary to
account for (Steward and Oke, 2012). A spatial resolution of 90 m was considered adequate for the purpose of
this study, in accordance with the LCZ requirements and facilitating calculations with parameters derived from
the Landsat-8 image (of 30 m spatial resolution).

Fig. 2. (a) The LCZ identification scheme and (b) screenshots of the application developed to facilitate
calculations.
Consequently, all derived parameters were averaged in a grid of 90 m × 90 m cell spatial resolution and each
grid cell was classified, based on its sky-view factor, building density, impervious/pervious surface fraction, mean
building/tree height, albedo, according to (Steward and Oke, 2012). For a geographic area to be identified as a
LCZ it should have a minimum diameter of 400 – 1000 m. Thus, a 5 × 5 cells (450 m × 450 m) moving window
was considered around each 90 m × 90 m grid cell and if more than 90% of the cells was found to belong in the
same LCZ, the whole window was assigned to that zone. An application with a graphical user interface (Fig. 2b)
was created to facilitate the identification of LCZ, provided the calculated parameters.
4. Results and discussion
The different parameters estimated from EO data are shown in Fig. 3. Those parameters were used as
described above to identify possible LCZ in the study area. Two urban LCZ were identified for the case study of
Heraklion presented in Fig. 4. Blue colour represents the LCZ3, while green the LCZ6. It is worth noticing here
that just the urban zones of the LCZ classification were considered in this study. Moreover, the classification was
based on the available parameters only, excluding for example the surface admittance or the anthropogenic heat
flux, which are also crucial for the zones discrimination.
LCZ3 seems to describe quite well the reality in the respective part identified in the study area (blue in Fig. 4).
This area is both commercial and residential and its buildings are in most cases attached or otherwise closely
spaced. Although in the city centre there are some taller buildings (5-6 stories tall), the majority is 2-3 stories tall
with an average building height found in the area around 5 m. The mean sky-view factor from the street level
found around 0.55 which is considered reduced, but not significantly, since it is found close to the upper bound in
the definition of LCZ3 (0.6). The main construction materials are concrete, brick and tile, but information of the
surface admittance would further corroborate this claim. There is also lack of vegetated surfaces in this area,
apart from some street trees and small parks (see Fig. 1). Although there is a normal demand for heating, there
is a high demand for cooling in the city, during the summer season and moderate traffic flow. Both
heating/cooling demand and traffic flow effects were not captured in this study, because no anthropogenic heat
flux data were used.
LCZ6 matches the description of the respective area identified in Heraklion (green in Fig. 4). The area is the
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periphery of the city of Heraklion and it is mainly a residential area. Buildings of maximum 3 stories tall are found
here, with a mean sky-view factor of around 0.7. The construction materials used in this area are the same with
the ones in the city core, but again the lack of surface admittance data prevented further discrimination. Much
more vegetation cover is observed in this zone compared to LCZ3, both scattered trees and abundant plants.
Heating demand is normal due to mild winters, cooling demand quite high during summer and traffic flow is
generally low in this area. Again, to quantify these effects anthropogenic heat flux information is necessary.
The scope of this study is to outline a methodology for characterizing the LCZ by deriving each urban
parameter using EO data and remote sensing science. More investigation is needed to come to conclusions
about heat islands. Parameters like, the canyon aspect ratio, the terrain roughness, the surface admittance and
the anthropogenic heat flux need to be considered in future studies.

(a) Sky view factor

(b) Building density

(c) Impervious Surface Fraction

(d) Pervious Surface Fraction

(e) Mean Building/Tree Height

(f) Surface Albedo

Fig. 3. Sky-view factor (a), building density (b), impervious (c) and pervious (d) surface fractions, mean
building/tree height (e) and surface albedo (f), as estimated from the EO data.

Fig. 4. The spatial extend of the two urban LCZ identified in the case study, overlayed to Google Maps (top).
Blue corresponds to LCZ3, while green corresponds to LCZ6 and (bottom) their high angle and low level view
(adapted by Steward and Oke (2012) and photos from Google Street-view and Bing Images).
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5. Conclusions
This is considered as a first attempt to demonstrate how the exploitation of EO data can assist to quantify
parameters related to the thermal behaviour of urban areas, with an ultimate goal to identify LCZ (Steward and
Oke, 2012). Furthermore, the surface roughness class, the surface admittance and the anthropogenic heat flux
can be derived using EO data and meteorological measurements. Future research includes advancing existing
methods for parameters estimation and the exploitation of EO data for more LCZ parameters, like surface energy
balance modelling for anthropogenic heat flux, with ultimate goal to develop a standard methodology for mapping
LCZ.
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